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Abstract

TRP ion channels are sophisticated signaling machines that detect a wide variety of environmental 

and physiological signals. Every cell in the body expresses one or more members of the 

extended TRP channel family, which consists of over 30 subtypes, each likely possessing distinct 

pharmacological, biophysical, and/or structural attributes. While the function of some TRP 

subtypes remains enigmatic, those involved in sensory signaling are perhaps best characterized 

and have served as models for understanding how these excitatory ion channels serve as 

polymodal signal integrators. With the recent ‘resolution revolution’ in electron cryo-microscopy 

(cryo-EM), these and other TRP channel subtypes are now yielding their secrets to detailed 

atomic analysis, which is beginning to reveal structural underpinnings of stimulus detection and 

gating, ion permeation, and allosteric mechanisms governing signal integration. These insights are 

providing a framework for designing and evaluating modality-specific pharmacological agents for 

treating sensory and other TRP channel-associated disorders.
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INTRODUCTION

Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels were first discovered, functionally 

characterized, and cloned from fruit flies, where genetic and electrophysiological studies 

identified these non-selective cation channels as drivers of photoreceptor cell depolarization 
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in response to light (1–6). TRP channels are now known to exist in all eukaryotes, where 

they constitute one of the largest and most diverse ion channel families comprising over 

30 subtypes in mammals (7–12). As in flies, vertebrate TRPs play important roles in 

sensory transduction, as well as other physiological processes such as calcium uptake, 

neuronal growth cone guidance, and insulin secretion. Moreover, TRP channelopathies 

are associated with numerous human disorders (e.g., polycystic kidney disease, skeletal 

dysplasia, and familial episodic pain syndrome) (13–16), further highlighting biological 

roles and therapeutic opportunities for members of this extensive ion channel family. At 

the same time, physiologic functions for many TRPs remains unknown, in part reflecting 

a dearth of pharmacological reagents (natural, endogenous, or synthetic) with which to 

interrogate these channels in vitro or in vivo.

TRP channels that contribute to our sense of touch and pain (somatosensation) are an 

exception because they are targeted by natural products from plants or animals that elicit 

pain for defensive purposes (7, 17). Consequently, these somatosensory channels have led 

the way in providing insights into functional and structural attributes of TRPs at large, and 

we have therefore centered this review around three such players. These include TRPV1, 

TRPM8, and TRPA1, which are receptors for the plant-derived sensorial agents capsaicin, 

menthol, and mustard oil, respectively (Figure 1A) (7, 18–22). From these channels we 

have learned that TRPs are especially intriguing in their capacity to function as polymodal 

signal integrators, as perhaps best exemplified by the capsaicin- and heat-activated receptor, 

TRPV1, whose ability to detect both physical and chemical stimuli underlies its role in 

inflammatory and persistent pain (7, 23, 24).

Indeed, an important goal in ongoing and future studies is to understand the biophysical and 

structural basis of such phenomena, which will provide critical insights into strategies for 

developing modality-specific drugs to treat pain and other TRP-associated disorders. There 

are now many excellent and comprehensive reviews covering specific and general aspects of 

TRP channel history, function, and pharmacology (7, 8, 25, 26). Our goal here is to focus 

on recent and exciting advances in TRP channel structural biology that are now revealing 

detailed mechanisms of ligand binding and stimulus detection, ion permeation, gating, and 

allosteric regulation. For reasons noted above, we use somatosensory TRPs as the organizing 

focal point.

In overall structure, TRPs resemble tetrameric voltage-gated ion channels (VGICs) in which 

the subunits are arranged in four-fold symmetry around a central ion permeation pathway 

(27, 28). Each monomer is composed of six transmembrane α-helices (S1-S6), where the 

last two domains (S5-S6) and intervening ‘pore loop’ form the ion selectivity filter and 

pore (Figure 1C–E). The S1-S4 region associates with the pore region of an adjacent 

subunit in a ‘domain swap’ organization characteristic of VGICs (Figure 1B), for which 

this extant domain functions as a voltage sensor that undergo structural movements in 

response to changes in the membrane electric field. Aside from this general architectural 

similarity, TRPs differ from other members of the VGIC superfamily in that they exhibit 

tremendous diversity within their cytoplasmic amino (N) and carboxy (C)-terminal domains 

(Figure 1C–E), which also differentiates one TRP channel subtype from another but for 

which physiological roles in ligand recognition, gating, or modulation by cellular factors 
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remain rudimentary (7, 29, 30). Nevertheless, there are some elements that are common to 

many TRPs and for which mutagenesis and structural studies have begun to shed light on 

their contributions to subunit interaction and allosteric regulation. Such domains include N-

terminal ankyrin repeats, C-terminal coiled-coils, calcium binding sites, and the eponymous 

C-terminal TRP helix. These and other recent insights are discussed here.

EXPLOITING NATURAL PRODUCTS TO DELINEATE CHANNEL FUNCTION 

AND STRUCTURE

Natural products from plants and animals are powerful, evolutionarily honed, probes for 

identifying functionally and conformationally critical control points of proteins and protein 

complexes. In the context of sensory TRP channels, such agents have presumably evolved 

to activate sensory nerve fibers that transduce painful signals as a defensive mechanism. 

Indeed, exploitation of these natural products, both small molecules and peptide toxins, has 

enabled identification and functional characterization of these biologically important ion 

channels and their connection to sensory physiology and psychophysics (7, 31, 32).

The capsaicin receptor, TRPV1, functions as a heat thermosensor and is modulated by a 

range of chemical stimuli, most notably components of the ‘inflammatory soup’ such as 

extracellular protons, bioactive lipids, neurotrophins, purines, and neuropeptides (7, 20, 33). 

TRPM8 is a cold-activated channel that is gated by temperatures below 26°C, and by natural 

and synthetic cooling agents such as menthol, eucalyptol, and icilin (18). TRPM8 channel 

activity is further modulated by calcium and bioactive lipids (e.g. phosphatidylinositol 

4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2)) (34–36). TRPA1 (also known as the ‘wasabi receptor’) functions as 

a low threshold sensor for reactive electrophiles ranging from small volatile environmental 

irritants like acrolein or allicin to endogenous reactive lipids, such as 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal 

and 15-deoxy-Δ(12,14)- prostaglandin J(2) (19, 22, 37, 38).

Sensory TRP channels are also modulated by competitive and noncompetitive antagonists, 

mainly of synthetic origin. Clinical interest in such compounds originates from the hope 

that they will be effective for treating chronic inflammatory pain syndromes, acute and 

chronic itch, or thermal hypersensitivity brought on by nerve injury or treatment with 

chemotherapeutic agents (39–43). Alongside natural product agonists, these agents have 

been powerful tools for defining structural mechanisms of activation, inhibition, as well as 

allosteric regulation.

The determination of cryo-EM structures of sensory TRP channels bound to these 

pharmacological probes has shown that they target each of the major regions of the 

channel, including extracellular, intramembrane, and intracellular domains, helping to reveal 

conformational transitions and functions associated with these sites, as well as interactions 

among them.

Extracellular Ligand-binding Sites

To-date, this category of ligand-channel interactions pertains largely to TRPV1, whose 

modulation by extracellular protons underlies its important role as a sensor of local 

tissue acidosis that accompanies inflammation and drives pain hypersensitivity (23). Thus, 
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delineating the structural basis of proton sensitivity is directly relevant to understanding 

mechanisms of nociception and analgesia, but may also be of general relevance to assessing 

the contribution of extracellular domains to TRP channel gating.

Protons activate TRPV1 and enhance its sensitivity to other stimuli through their interactions 

with two main titratable extracellular sites, namely Glu600 and Glu648 (in the rat 

channel), respectively (44). Protonation of Glu600, which resides in an extracellular 

loop that undergoes substantial movement upon gating, disrupts its hydrogen bonding 

network, causing a widening of the selectivity filter (45, 46). These changes alter the local 

environment around the other critical protonation site, Glu648, likely driving its subsequent 

protonation, leading to the open state (46).

Given the important role of extracellular domains in TRPV1 physiology, it is perhaps 

not surprising that this region has been targeted by natural products, in particular peptide 

toxins that account for the painful actions of spider venom (Figure 2C, F–G) (47). Like 

many arachnid toxins, these so-called ‘vanillotoxins’ adopt an inhibitor cysteine knot (ICK) 

structure in which multiple disulfide bonds scaffold the peptide into a rigid, protease 

resistant core, thereby facilitating interactions with relevant receptor targets. ICK toxins 

have been exploited to study a variety of different membrane proteins. For example, Kv 

gating-modulator toxins such as hanatoxin restrict gating movements through interactions 

with the voltage-sensing domain (VSD), or more precisely the S3-S4 linker (48, 49). In 

contrast, the pore-forming domain of TRPV1 specifies sensitivity to vanillotoxins, reflecting 

the importance of this domain to TRPV1 gating (50–52).

Among the vanillotoxins described to-date, one from the Chinese bird spider tarantula, 

Ornithoctonus huwena, is rather unique and has been most useful in probing channel 

structure. This potent TRPV1-activating toxin, termed ‘double-knot toxin’ (DkTx), consists 

of two tandemly-repeated ICK motifs joined by a short linker (7 amino acid), a bivalent 

arrangement that confers high avidity to the toxin-channel interaction, resulting in nearly 

irreversible channel activation (50). Open structures of TRPV1 bound to DkTx indicate that 

two bivalent DkTx molecules bind to one TRPV1 tetramer in an antiparallel arrangement 

such that the toxin exerts its action by binding at the top of the pore helix from one subunit 

and the outer pore loop proximal to S6 from the neighboring subunit, effectively locking the 

channel in an activated state (Figure 2G) (45, 46, 53, 54). In this pose, DkTx inserts about 

9Å into the bilayer, where it engages in protein-protein interactions with the channel, as 

well as with membrane phospholipids, thereby forming a tripartite complex that presumably 

defines the energetics and specificity of toxin-channel engagement (53). Consistent with its 

role as a gating modifier, DkTx binds preferentially to and stabilizes TRPV1 in its open 

state by inserting a ‘finger’ into the outer pore that prevents the pore loop and helix from 

returning to the closed state position. While toxins targeting the extracellular domains of 

other TRP channels have not yet been well characterized, the hunt for such reagents would 

be well worthwhile as they could facilitate both physiological and structural studies for other 

members of this extended family.
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Intramembrane binding sites for ligands and regulatory lipids

Whereas extracellular ligand binding sites are thus far unique to TRPV1, cryo-EM studies 

have elucidated the location of agonist and antagonist sites within the transmembrane core 

of numerous TRP channels. While the relative location of these sites differs among channel 

subtypes, they tend to accommodate a wide range of endogenous and exogenous agents, 

including bioactive lipids and small molecules ligands (natural and synthetic).

Classic natural product agonists (capsaicin and the ultrapotent vanilloid, resiniferatoxin, 

RTX), synthetic antagonists (capsazepine), as well as regulatory phosphoinositide lipids bind 

to the ‘vanilloid pocket’ in TRPV1, which is located in a crevice formed by the S4-S5 linker 

(Figure 2E, F) (45, 46, 53). Accommodation of these structurally and functionally diverse 

ligands is facilitated by the cavernous space and rearrangement of key amino acid residues. 

For example, Tyr511 (in the rat channel) assumes distinct rotamers in apo versus liganded 

TRPV1 structures, reminiscent of an induced fit model for ligand or substrate binding (45). 

Intriguingly, the vanilloid pocket is not empty in the apo state; rather, a phosphoinositide 

lipid (likely phosphatidylinositol, PI) is present when the channel is closed (53). Structural 

studies suggest a mechanism of vanilloid action whereby RTX displaces the resident PI 

lipid while facilitating movement of the S4-S5 linker away from the central axis to open 

the ion gate. While this precise mechanism may pertain specifically to vanilloid modulation 

of TRPV1, the presence of an endogenous lipid at this key regulatory site has now been 

observed for many TRP subtypes (55–57). Notably, TRPA1 possesses a pocket analogous 

to the vanilloid pocket in TRPV1, which is seen to bind a synthetic activator, GNE551, as 

well as phospholipids (58, 59). As the GNE551-bound TRPA1 structure was captured in 

a non-conducting state, its mechanism of action is yet to be elucidated. The exact identity 

of the resident lipid (phosphatidyl choline (PC), PI, PIP2 etc.) has not been determined for 

many channels, nor have their structural or functional relevance been elucidated.

TRPM8 also binds a bevy of regulatory compounds, including natural and synthetic cooling 

agents, antagonists, and regulatory lipids. The synthetic antagonists, AMTB and TC-I 2014, 

and the synthetic super-cooling agonist, icilin, also bind within the transmembrane core, 

but at a location distinct from the vanilloid pocket in TRPV1. Rather, these compounds 

occupy a membrane-embedded cleft formed by the lower half of the S1-S4 domain (i.e. 

voltage-sensor-like domain (VSLD)) near the membrane-cytosol interface and just above the 

TRP domain (Figure 3A, B, C) (60, 61). Although both inhibitory and activating drugs bind 

to this same flexible pocket, they dock into unique positions, likely locking the channel in 

a closed or open configuration, respectively. Indeed, shape complementarity is the major 

determinant of ligand recognition and architecture of the pocket. This in turn is dictated by 

the absence or presence of the S4-S5 linker and relative position of the TRP helix, which are 

markedly different in the closed versus desensitized states (Figure 3A, D) (60). Reminiscent 

of TRPV1, a discrete density can be observed in this pocket when TRPM8 is in its apo 

state, although identity of the molecule accounting for this density remains unknown (60). 

Phosphoinositide lipids also regulate TRPM8 function (as discussed later), however their 

location with respect to this malleable ligand binding site also remains indeterminant.
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Intracellular Ligand-binding Sites

Perhaps the best understood example of intracellular ligand action relates to the rather 

unusual mechanism of TRPA1 activation. As noted above, TRPA1 serves as a detector for a 

broad range of environmental and endogenous electrophilic irritants of astoundingly diverse 

structure and size that activate the channel through covalent modification of cytoplasmic 

cysteine residues (62, 63). Two key cysteines (Cys621 and Cys665 in the human channel) 

are located within the so-called ‘allosteric nexus’, an intricately folded region situated 

just below the transmembrane domain of the channel (Figure 4F) (59, 64–67). Current 

structural and functional data support a model in which stepwise electrophilic addition 

to Cys621 then Cys665 promotes rearrangement of a nearby loop, thereby positioning a 

critical lysine within proximity of the C-terminus of the TRP helix, enhancing its dipole 

moment (65). Enhanced positive electrostatic surface potential of the TRP helix at its 

N-terminus is proposed to promote repulsion between TRP domains of neighboring subunits 

and drive expansion of the ion gate (Figure 4F), providing direct structural evidence for 

the long-standing notion that the TRP helix is a key element contributing to integration of 

signals that regulate gating. The two-step mechanism proposed for electrophile-mediated 

activation may enable TRPA1 to effectively balance sensitivity and fidelity in service of 

detecting small volatile electrophilic irritants in our environment.

The functional importance of the allosteric nexus is further highlighted by a striking 

example of convergent evolution in which a scorpion toxin also targets this domain to 

activate TRPA1. This so-called wasabi receptor toxin (WaTx) is a disulfide-stabilized helical 

hairpin that acts as a cell-penetrating peptide, enabling it to access the allosteric nexus and 

stabilize the channel open state (68). While the allosteric nexus specifies WaTx sensitivity, 

its precise mechanism of binding and channel activation remains unknown and awaits 

structural analysis of a toxin-channel complex.

Mysterious Intracellular Domains

The allosteric nexus of TRPA1 constitutes a cytoplasmic element for which a now well-

defined function has been elucidated. Yet this region represents but a tiny fraction of the 

intracellular mass of the channel. Indeed, this is true for many TRP channels, where N- 

and C-termini form large intracellular domains that differ extensively between subfamilies 

and constitute half or more of the mass of any given channel (29, 30). These intracellular 

regions often contain a variety of canonical structural motifs, such as ankyrin repeats, 

Nudix and PDZ domains, kinases, and coiled-coils (Figure 1C–E), suggesting that they bind 

endogenous cellular factors or protein partners that contribute to unique aspects of function, 

regulation, or pharmacology (8). One of the main challenges in this field is to better 

understand what these and other structured motifs are doing, and whether and how they 

foster interaction of TRP channels with cytoplasmic partners. Indeed, aside from structures 

of calmodulin bound to TRPV5 or TRPV6 (discussed below) and polycystin complexes 

involving PKD subtypes (69–72), structures of TRPs in complex with other membrane or 

cytoplasmic partners have not been reported.
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Intracellular Domains Contributing to Subunit Interaction

N-terminal ankyrin repeat (ARDs) and C-terminal coiled-coil domains are two motifs 

that have been shown to play critical roles in assembly and stabilization of TRP channel 

tetramers (Figure 1). For ARDs, the clearest illustration is seen in members of the TRPV 

subfamily, where the first two of six repeats engage in interactions with a 3-stranded 

beta-sheet from the C-terminus of a neighboring subunit (Figure 1A) (28). Interestingly, 

mutations in this interaction zone of the human TRPV4 channel are associated with a 

multitude of neural and skeletal developmental disorders, possibly resulting from instability 

at the lower gate manifesting as a higher spontaneous channel open probability (73).

A well-defined functional role of a given intracellular motif in one TRP channel subtype 

does not necessarily illuminate its function in other family members, limiting the utility of 

generalization. For example, while ankyrin repeats engage in subunit-subunit interactions in 

TRPV channels, they likely subserve distinct functions in TRPA1 (e.g., specifying chemical 

versus thermal sensitivity across species) and other channel subtypes (74, 75). TRPA1 

contains an exceptionally large array of at least 16 ARDs that accounts for ~80% of the 

total channel mass and which forms an extensive cytoplasmic skirt (64). The majority of 

TRPA1’s ARDs are unresolved in present structures, which suggests that interaction with 

co-factors or other cytoplasmic ligands are required to scaffold these repeats into a stable 

configuration.

Coiled-coil interactions facilitate assembly of the channel tetramer in several subtypes 

including TRPA1, TRPM, and TRPC family members (64, 76, 77). These structures show 

characteristic interlocking of subunits through formation of a 4-stranded α-helical coiled-

coil structures along a four-fold axis. For TRPA1, the coiled-coil is non-canonical and 

apparently requires stabilization through interactions with a polyanion, such as inositol 

hexakisphosphate (InsP6) (64). This is consistent with physiologic studies suggesting that 

inositol polyphosphates help stabilize channel function (78), but the biological significance 

of this interaction within the cell remains unknown, in particular whether such interactions 

are only structural in nature or reflect a mechanism of regulation.

A REGULATED, DYNAMIC ION PERMEATION PATHWAY

Many TRP channels are non-selective for cations, allowing both mono- and divalent ions 

to transverse the permeation pathway, although some are highly selective for one or the 

other. It is also notable that some non-selective TRP channels, like TRPV1, TRPA1, 

and TRPM8, demonstrate a relatively high permeability for calcium ions (TRPV1: PCa2+/

PNa+ ~10,TRPA1: PCa2+/PNa+ ~8, TRPM8: PCa2+/PNa+ ~3), which may be relevant to 

their involvement in calcium-mediated proinflammatory neuropeptide release (18, 20, 68, 

79). Some TRPs can also permeate large organic cations, such as NMDG, YO-PRO-1, 

or QX-134 and other lidocaine derivatives (80–84). The ion permeation pathway in TRP 

channels, starting from the extracellular side, consists of an outer pore region that forms 

the selectivity filter, a central cavity, and a cytoplasmic gate formed by hydrophobic side 

chains. Structures of TRPV1 and TRPA1 have shown that the cytoplasmic ion gate and 

selectivity filter constitute two highly dynamic constrictions along their ion permeation 
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pathway (Figure 2A, B, 3B, E), which are functionally coupled to regulate channel opening 

under different physiologic conditions (45, 65).

Dynamic selectivity filter

The selectivity filter is comprised of elements within the outer pore region of the channel, 

consisting of one or two short pore helices and an extracellular facing loop connecting 

transmembrane helices S5 and S6 (28, 60, 64). In most TRP channels, the filter sits below a 

shallow, negatively charged bowl that attracts cations without a need for direct coordination. 

While this can account for cation selectivity, our understanding of how preference for 

mono- versus divalent cations is specified by structure is limited. In some channels, such as 

TRPM8, existing structures do not allow for an accurate description of how ions permeate 

the selectivity filter (60, 61, 76). In contrast, for TRPV6, which is highly selective for 

calcium, structures show a rigid scaffold of aspartate side chains that coordinate permeating 

ions, akin to that observed for voltage-gated potassium channels (85).

In between these examples are channels such as TRPV1 and TRPA1, in which multiple 

conformations of the selectivity filter clearly reveal transitions across a range of widths 

(45, 46, 53, 65). The dynamic nature of TRPV1’s selectivity filter has been a topic of 

much analysis and discussion, in particular, whether it constitutes a true ‘open/close’ 

gate or otherwise controls ion selectivity or contributes to activation of the cytoplasmic 

gate (86). In any case, the outer pore domain of TRPV1 is a locus for modulation by 

pharmacologic agents, including spider toxins and extracellular proteins (as discussed in 

detail above), attesting to the functional importance of this conformationally dynamic region 

in regulating channel gating. Transitions between apo and liganded states are defined by 

outward movements of the entire outer pore domain, including a restrictive glycine, as 

well as associated rotational movements of a hydrophobic methionine side chain, ultimately 

increasing the diameter of this region of the permeation pathway to allow entry of partially- 

or fully-hydrated cations or large organic cations (45, 46).

In TRPA1, upon electrophilic addition, the selectivity filter undergoes an upward rotation 

and translation, increasing its diameter and negative electrostatic surface potential through 

repositioning of acidic residues that are critical for calcium selectivity (Figure 4B,E) 

(65, 79). Structural and pharmacological evidence support the notion that this transition 

underlies the dynamic ion selectivity of TRPA1, whereby the channel displays an enhanced 

preference (~25%) for calcium upon activation by electrophilic agonists. Intriguingly, 

selectivity is dependent on what activates the channel (PCa2+/PNa+ ~8 for electrophile 

versus ~3 for WaTx) (68). Taken together, the visualization of distinct selectivity filter 

states in TRPM8, TRPV1, TRPA1, and structures of other TRP channels suggests that the 

conformationally dynamic nature of this region is of general functional import, and that 

determining mechanisms of communication between upper and lower restrictions is relevant 

to understanding the polymodality of numerous TRP subtypes.

Another notable feature within the outer pore region of TRP channels and other members of 

the VGIC superfamily is the pore helix or helices. In some TRPs, pore helices undergo 

substantial movement during gating. In TRPV1, mutations in this region dramatically 

increase basal channel activity and responsiveness to chemical and thermal stimuli (87), 
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attesting to its functional import. The pore helix forms a negative dipole at its carboxyl-

terminal end, which may facilitate its movement during membrane depolarization, thereby 

enhancing open probability at positive membrane potentials (45). It is also an important 

scaffolding region that may be critical for allosteric coupling between the selectivity filter 

and cytoplasmic gate. Interestingly, structures of TRPM8 and TRPA1 have shown that 

regulatory molecules, including drugs and lipids, wedge into this region to stabilize or 

limit motion (Figure 3F) (60, 64). For example, the TRPA1 antagonists, A-967079 and 

GDC-0334, bind the channel at a distal membrane-embedded pocket formed by S5, S6, and 

the first pore helix (64, 65, 88). Presumably, these antagonists hinder channel activity by 

acting as molecular wedges, thereby impeding pore movements required for opening of the 

ion gate.

Permeability of TRP channels to large organic cations has been proposed to occur through 

a controversial process known as ‘pore dilation’ that is initiated by repetitive or prolonged 

channel activation (89, 90). Irrespective of whether this involves a temporal mechanism, 

recent high resolution TRPV1 structures show that dynamic changes in the selectivity filter 

do occur and accommodate permeation by large organic cations, thus supporting at least one 

tenet of the pore dilation hypothesis - that pore size is not limited to one fixed open state 

(46). Clearly an important future goal will be to visualize channels in the act of permeating a 

range of different cation species to understand whether and how these solutes transverse the 

ion permeation pathway and stabilize the selectivity filter and/or cytoplasmic gate in one or 

more open states.

Cytoplasmic gate and relationship to the S4-S5 linker and TRP domain

The cytoplasmic gate is formed by one or two hydrophobic residues, which represent the 

narrowest constriction along the ion permeation pathway and the key control point for 

opening and closing of the channel (45, 60, 64). A relatively short constriction allows for 

diverse structural solutions to achieve channel gating, but the hydrophobic nature of the 

gate likely specifies permeation by either fully or partially hydrated ions. Reminiscent of 

VGICs, TRP channel gating involves movement of the S4-S5 linker, a short amphipathic 

helix that runs almost parallel to the inner membrane and connects the S1-S4 region to the 

pore domain (S5-S6). The TRP domain, a conserved α-helical motif of ~25 residues that 

also lies parallel to the inner membrane leaflet just below the S4-S5 linker and cytoplasmic 

gate, has been implicated in subunit assembly, interaction with membrane phospholipids 

or scaffolding proteins, and/or regulation of the channel gate (7, 8, 25). For most channel 

subtypes, the TRP domain is readily recognizable from its primary sequence, whereas for 

others, such as TRPA1, the existence of this structurally conserved motif became apparent 

only once their 3D structures were elucidated (64). While mechanisms impinging on the 

TRP helix are surprisingly distinct for different channel subtypes, the main conclusion from 

mutagenesis and more recent structural studies is that this domain modulates gating. This 

is further supported by discovery of a novel TRPA1 antagonist that lodges into a crevice 

formed at the interface of S4, the S4-S5 linker and the TRP helix, where it presumably 

inhibits conformational transitions in this region that accompany gating (91).
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Broadly speaking, one can divide TRP channels into two classes, those exemplified by 

TRPV channels where rather subtle movements lead to gating, and another exemplified 

by TRPA1 and TRPM channels where large, concerted movements throughout the protein 

occur during the gating cycle. For TRPV1, where ligands bind adjacent to the cytoplasmic 

gate, observed movements of the TRP helix are relatively subtle: it resides more-or-less 

parallel to the inner leaflet both when the channel is open or closed (45, 46). Rigid-body 

outward rotation of the S1-S4 domain and/or local movement of the S4-S5 linker and S6 are 

accompanied by lateral displacement of the TRP domain and sequential channel opening. 

In contrast, for TRPM8, where ligands bind to the S1-S4 domain, substantial concerted 

movements in the transmembrane domain result in a more significant movement of the 

TRP domain, namely tilting that reorients it from an angled position in the closed state to 

one in which this domain is rendered parallel to the membrane bilayer in its desensitized 

state (Figure 3A, D) (60). Ultimately, this motion alters the status of the lower gate. In 

TRPA1, the role of the TRP helix is especially interesting and perhaps mechanistically best 

understood owing to its role coupling ligand binding at the intracellular ‘allosteric nexus’ to 

the overlying gate, as described above (65).

Role of helical transitions in gating

Recent structural studies have revealed that helical transitions within the transmembrane 

domain, including S4, S6, and pore helices, are integral to TRP gating mechanisms. One 

prominent example, which pertains to numerous TRP channel subgroups, concerns a π-helix 

in the middle of S6, which introduces a bulge that shifts the register of the helix downstream 

by one residue (Figure 2D) (92). In many cases, alternative conformations containing an 

α-helix in this position are also seen for the same channel, sometimes under distinct 

pharmacological conditions. Transition between the two helical forms has direct effects 

on the configuration of the cytoplasmic gate by changing the residue(s) that form the most 

restrictive part of the ion permeation pathway. To date, the meaning of this transition is 

unclear because the helical state does not strictly align with a particular functional state. Is 

the π- to α-transition reversible? Is it a post-opening state that leads to a pre-activated or 

desensitized state?

In TRPV1, S6 contains a π-helix when the ion conduction pathway is either closed or 

opened by simultaneous binding of two ligands, one that modulates the selectivity filter 

and one that modulates the cytoplasmic gate (e.g., DkTx plus RTX) (46). Intriguingly, a 

transition from π- to α- is observed when the channel is activated by only one ligand that 

stabilizes either the cytoplasmic gate or selectivity filter (e.g., DkTx or RTX). In TRPM8, 

S6 contains an α-helix when the ion conduction pathway is closed, but a π-helix in the 

desensitized state (Figure 3A, D) (60). Thus, one cogent model is that transition between 

π and α is associated with desensitization or accounts for the characteristic (but enigmatic) 

‘flickery’ nature of single channel openings observed for numerous TRP channels.

In TRPA1, π- to α-transitions have not been observed, but the π -helix in S6 shifts its 

position by ~1 helical turn in the activated channel. Now located closer to the selectivity 

filter, the π-helix supports a pronounced bending of S6 that repositions the outer pore loop, 
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including the pore helices and selectivity filter (65). As previously discussed, these structural 

rearrangements may help tune cation selectivity.

TRPM8 structures also reveal that π to α transitions can occur in other locals, such as 

the pore helix, where the α configuration is associate with the closed state and π with the 

desensitized state (Figure 3A, D) (60). The functional significance of this transition to ion 

permeation and/or gating is not yet understood, however given the importance of the pore 

helix is intriguing.

Other types of helical transitions also play a role in TRP channel gating. In comparing apo to 

agonist-bound or desensitized TRPM8 structures, an α to 310 helical transition is seen in S4 

that is associated with a dramatic restructuring of two elements, the S4-S5 linker and TRP 

domain, that are key to gating, as discussed further below (Figure 3A, D) (60, 61).

Structural insights into temperature-induced gating

Mutagenesis studies have identified numerous residues and regions that contribute to heat 

or cold sensitivity of thermosensitive TRP channels, including the outer pore region and 

cytoplasmic N- or C-termini (75, 93–95). Failure to collectively pinpoint one specific 

domain suggests that thermal gating reflects a distributed mechanism in which temperature 

alters channel structure globally, involving conformational transitions affecting numerous 

domains (96). As such, elucidating mechanisms of thermal gating will likely require 

structural methods that can visualize a trajectory of conformational substates – which 

may now be possible using cryo-EM. A first step in this direction has recently been 

reported for TRPV1 and TRPV3, in which structures of these channels are described 

at elevated temperatures (97, 98). Consistent with the notion of a distributed activation 

mechanism, these studies suggest that heat-evoked channel activation promotes movements 

throughout the channel, including within the cytoplasmic domains, which generally remain 

static following activation by chemical ligands. Moreover, analysis of TRPV3 shows that 

the resident lipid in the vanilloid pocket-like region is absent in the heated sample (97), 

consistent with the hypothesis that ejection of this regulatory lipid is a key step in channel 

activation by either chemical or thermal stimuli (53).

Repurposing the Voltage Sensor-like Domain

VGICs and TRPs consist of two topologically distinct transmembrane domains; namely 

the voltage sensor (VSD) or voltage sensor-like domain (VSLD), and the central ion 

permeation pathway (27, 28). For VGICs, structural rearrangement of the VSD in response 

to changes in membrane potential results in closing or opening of the ion gate. This response 

originates from the charge transfer center within the VSD, which facilitates movement of 

positively charged amino acids (an arginine or lysine at every third position in S4) across the 

membrane field (99).

Some TRP channel subtypes, including TRPV1, TRPM8, and TRPA1, exhibit a degree of 

voltage dependence characterized by outward rectification (100), however, they are only 

weakly voltage sensitive and the critical basic residues in S4 that constitute the charge 

transfer center of VGICs are not present in TRPs. If this domain is not responsible for 

voltage sensing, then what is its physiological role? Structures of several sensory TRP 
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channels, most notably TRPM8, illustrate that the S1-S4 domain has been repurposed to 

bind a variety of ligands of physiological import, as noted above, and that these binding 

events are coupled to channel gating (60, 61). Specifically, upon agonist binding, the VSLD 

undergoes a rigid-body tilt away from the central axis that is accompanied by transition from 

an α-helical turn to a 310 helix in S4 (Thr830 to Arg832 in Parus major). This leads to an 

unusual rearrangement in which the distal regions of S4 and S5 take on a configuration of 

a canonical S4-S5 linker (Figure 3A, D). Though an open conformation of TRPM8 has yet 

to be captured, from the desensitized state, it is apparent that these structural rearrangements 

are accompanied by large shifts in S5, the pore helix, the outer pore domain, and S6, 

which alter the configuration of the lower gate (60). Unique features of the closed state, 

including absence of the S4-S5 linker and the relative position of the TRP domain, create 

an antagonist-selective binding pocket that, when occupied, locks the channel in a closed 

conformation, further attesting to the importance of conformational changes within the 

VSLD.

In the case of TRPV1, we see a different situation wherein the VSLD has a rigid structure 

supported by a hydrophobic core and is not noticeably different when comparing distinct 

channel states (45). Instead, the VSLD undergoes subtle rigid body tilting that transduces 

stimulus-evoked conformational changes in the outer pore to the cytoplasmic gate via the 

S4-S5 linker (Figure 2C). For TRPA1, rigid body movement of the VSLD upon electrophile-

evoked activation is somewhat more exuberant, although the mechanistic link to gating 

is currently less clear (65). While the specific structural movements for TRPs versus 

VGICs are quite different, the common connection to gating perhaps reflects their shared 

evolutionary roots and conserved overall architecture.

STRUCTURES REVEAL CONSERVED SITES FOR SECOND MESSENGERS

TRP channels in the fly eye function as ‘receptor-operated’ channels that depolarize 

the photoreceptor cell following light activation of G protein-coupled rhodopsin (2–4, 

6). Genetic and biophysical studies have shown that rhodopsin-dependent activation of 

phospholipase C (PLC) is required to activate Drosophila TRP. Although the underlying 

mechanism remains unclear, both PIP2 depletion and generation of PIP2-derived second 

messengers are likely important for channel activation, attributes that have been retained by 

many members of the vertebrate TRP channel family (101). Indeed, some vertebrate TRPs 

likewise serve as receptor-operated channels that are activated or sensitized downstream of 

PLC-coupled metabotropic receptors. Recent structural studies provide new insights into 

how second messengers, namely calcium and lipids, interact with sensory TRP channels to 

mediate receptor-operation or other aspects of cellular regulation.

Structural mechanisms for modulation by cytoplasmic calcium

Some TRP channels are modulated by calcium (via intracellular store release or plasma 

membrane entry) through calmodulin (CaM)-dependent pathways. Indeed, TRPV5 and 

TRPV6 have been shown to form a tight complex with CaM, which binds to non-canonical 

binding sites within channel cytosolic domains leading to calcium-dependent channel 

inactivation (70–72). In contrast, recent structural studies of TRPM8 and TRPA1 (as well 
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as a subset of other TRPM and TRPC channels) have shown that calcium can also interact 

directly with TRP channels, independent of CaM or other calcium sensors (61, 65, 102, 

103). Taken together, these studies have identified a conserved calcium binding site within 

the VSLD domain, where the calcium ion is coordinated by four negatively charged residues 

(glutamate, glutamine, asparagine, and aspartate or glutamate) from the S2 and S3 helices, 

as well as a tyrosine from the S2-S3 linker (Figure 3E, 4C).

TRPM8 shows pronounced calcium-dependent desensitization during continuous agonist 

application, and the synthetic ‘super cooling’ agent icilin activates the channel in a calcium-

dependent manner (35). Indeed, calcium binding to this single site in TRPM8 accounts for 

all these calcium-mediated actions (60). TRPA1 functions as a receptor-operated channel 

downstream of PLC-coupled GPCRs that detect inflammatory and pruritic (itch-inducing) 

signals, such as bradykinin and chloroquine (38). Electrophysiological studies have shown 

that elevated intracellular calcium first activates and/or potentiates TRPA1 currents, followed 

by desensitization (19, 79). Here, again, the conserved calcium-binding site described above 

accounts for each of these actions (65). While identification of this key site represents 

an important step forward in elucidating mechanisms of calcium modulation, we still 

do not understand the structural mechanisms whereby calcium binding affects gating. 

Interestingly, calcium-mediated desensitization of TRPV1 was described many years ago, 

but the mechanism(s) remains elusive, suggesting that other partners or calcium sites remain 

to be identified in this and other TRP channels, as recently shown for TRPM5 (104).

Structural mechanisms for modulation by lipids

Many TRP channels require phosphoinositide (PI) lipids at some point in their gating 

cycle (105–107). The structural basis and physiological consequences of these important 

regulatory mechanisms remain controversial and incompletely understood, but there has 

been some recent progress in visualizing PI lipid binding sites in several TRP subtypes, 

which is now critical for bringing mechanistic clarity to these important questions.

Studies of TRPM8 provide insight into the class of channels for which PIP2 binding 

contributes to channel opening. Zheng et al. were the first to suggest involvement of the 

pre-S1 domain in the binding of PIP2 (108). This has now been corroborated by PIP2-bound 

structures of TRPM8, which show that the inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate head group of this 

lipid is positioned in an interfacial cavity where it forms direct interactions with basic 

amino acid residues contributed by the pre-S1 domain, the S4-S5 linker, the TRP domain, 

and cytosolic MHR4 domain from an adjacent subunit, and has been proposed to act by 

stabilizing the 310-configuration of S4 associated with the open state (Figure 3C) (61). 

Presumably, the lipid acyl chains extend upwards into the transmembrane region, although 

these tails aren’t sufficiently resolved to enable their placement within the protein. In the 

absence of PIP2, a mixture of lipids packs into the pre-S1 lipid-binding domain, whose size 

changes dramatically in different conformational states (60).

Studies of TRPV channels provide insight into the class of channels for which PI hydrolysis 

or displacement facilitates gating (Figure 2E, F) (109, 110). Physiologic experiments 

showed that activation of PLC-coupled receptors enhances the sensitivity of TRPV1 to 

capsaicin or heat (111–114). Consistent with this, reconstitution of purified TRPV1 into 
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proteoliposomes showed that inclusion of numerous PI lipid species diminishes channel 

sensitivity to chemical and thermal stimuli (115). However, other findings have suggested 

that PI lipids are required for TRPV1 activation (116). As described above, a binding site for 

phosphoinositides has been identified in TRPV1’s vanilloid binding pocket. Displacement 

of this lipid by vanilloid agonists, such as capsaicin or RTX, promotes conformational 

changes that lead to the opening of the cytoplamsic gate (46, 53). Some classic competitive 

antagonists, most notably capsazepine, also bind to this site, displacing the resident PI 

lipid while blocking the conformational changes that promote channel gating (53). These 

observations provide an explanation for how PI lipids may serve as both positive and 

negative regulators of TRPV1 function (117, 118): occupancy of this site in the closed 

state may be required for stability or to prime the channel for activation, which is 

followed by lipid displacement during gating in response to chemical or thermal stimuli. 

Mutagenesis studies of TRPV1 suggest that additional sites may contribute to PLC / 

phosphatidylinositide regulation, but this has not yet been confirmed by structural studies 

(111, 119).

An alternate PLC-derived second messenger, diacylglycerol (DAG), is also capable of 

directly activating several TRP channel subtypes, including TRPC3 and TRPC6 (101, 

120). A recent structure revealed that in TRPC6, the DAG binds within an extracellular 

membrane-facing cavity formed by S6 and the pore helix of an adjacent subunit (121). The 

analogous site in TRPM8 was occupied by a CHS molecule in the desensitized structure (the 

only structure in which the outer pore loop is visible), suggesting that occupancy of lipids at 

this site may modulate channel activity in sensory TRP channels as well (Figure 3F) (60).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The last few years have seen incredible progress in the structural analysis of TRP channels, 

including not only sensory TRPs, but those of other physiological import. The studies 

have revealed both common and unique elements of channel architecture that are providing 

fresh insight into what makes these channels different, and why. Still, further advances in 

pharmacological, biochemical, and structural tools are needed to fully bridge gaps between 

physiological and biophysical understanding of channel function.

For example, a molecular understanding of gating mechanisms requires high-resolution 

structure determination, but to confidently assign functional states (e.g., open, closed, or 

inactivated/desensitized pore configurations) to structural ‘snapshots’, it is also essential 

to capture multiple conformational states, ideally encompassing a trajectory. This is still a 

challenge for many TRP channels, particularly those that lack adequate pharmacological 

reagents with which to stabilize discrete physiological states. In all cases, the ability 

to visualize transient states will improve with advances in cryo-EM technology that 

facilitate the acquisition and analysis of large datasets of heterogenous protein populations. 

Also critical will be the continued development of biochemical methods and reagents 

for solubilizing and stabilizing membrane proteins, while maintaining or recapitulating 

interactions with key structural or regulatory lipids. In this regard, the identification of 

lipids and other non-protein components has greatly improved with increased resolution 
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and computations methods, but other approaches facilitating unambiguous identification and 

modeling of such factors represent another important goal for the field.

As noted above, cytoplasmic domains of TRP channels are large and complex and yet we 

still know relatively little about whether or with whom these channels interact. Thus, another 

important future goal is to identify such interactions physiologically and biochemically, and 

ultimately to use structural methods to define the nature of such interactions and their effects 

on stimulus detection, gating, subcellular localization, or turnover. Such complexes may also 

reveal additional ‘druggable’ sites for modulating TRP function outside of those that directly 

target the channel per se.
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Figure 1. Structural overview of TRPV1, TRPA1 and TRPM8
A: Structures of TRPV1, TRPA1 and TRPM8 are illustrated, together with the genetic tree 

of TRP channel superfamily.

B: Top view of transmembrane domain of TRPV1, illustrating the domain swapped 

tetrameric architecture of TRP channel in general.

C – E: Details of domain architectures illustrated for a single subunit for TRPV1 (C), 

TRPA1 (D) and TRPM8 (E).
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Figure 2. Ligand action on TRPV1
A, B: Solvent accessible pathway (A) and pore radius (B) along the ion permeation pathway 

calculated from apo structure shows two major restriction sites: the selectivity filter formed 

by G643 and M644 and the lower gate formed by I679.

C: Extracellular ligand (DkTx) binding site and vanilloid binding site are illustrated. 

Binding of DkTx pushes VSLD backwards to couple the opening of lower gate. Binding 

of RTX pulls S5/S6 away from the pore to open the lower gate.

D: transition between π- and α-helix rotates the lower half of S6 helix by one residue, 

unwinds or reform a helix turn in the joint between S6 and TRP domain.

E: A phosphatidylinositol (PI) lipid resides in the vanilloid binding pocket.

F: Binding of RTX to the vanilloid pocket displays resident PI.

G: Double knot toxin (DkTx) binding to the extracellular surface of the channel.
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Figure 3. Structural attributes of the cold and menthol receptor TRPM8.
A, D: Structural rearrangements associated with transitioning from closed (A) to 

desensitized (D) states include a rigid-body tilt of the S1-S4 domain, formation of a 

canonical S4-S5 linker, shifts of S5, the pore helix, and S6, stabilization of the outer pore 

loop, and tilting of the TRP domain, such that it is parallel to the membrane bilayer. This 

transition is accompanied by introduction of a 310-helix in S4 and a π-helix in both the pore 

helix and S6. Ligand-binding sites are indicated.

B: The antagonists AMTB and TC-I 2014 adopt distinct poses in the S1-S4 ligand-binding 

pocket.

C: The agonist icilin also adopts a distinct pose in the S1-S4 ligand-binding pocket. PIP2 

binds to an interfacial cavity formed by the pre-S1 domain, the S4-S5 linker, the TRP 

domain, and cytosolic MHR4 domain from an adjacent subunit.

E: Interactions with calcium.

F: In the desensitized state, a stabilizing lipid packs between the pore helix and S6 of the 

neighboring subunit (modeled as CHS). Inset shows lipid density (blue mesh, 4σ contour).
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Figure 4. Cryo-EM Structures of human TRPA1
A: Closed structure of TRPA1 with irreversible fluorescent electrophile BODIPY-

Iodoacetamide attached to C621 and a bound Ca2+ within the VSLD. TRPA1 was 

solubilized in LMNG. PDB ID: 6V9V

B: Pore architecture of TRPA1 in a closed (non-conducting) conformation. The ion gate is 

formed by two hydrophobic residues (I957 and V961) while the selectivity filter is formed 

by the backbone carbonyl of G914 and the side chain carbonyl of D915.

C: Ca2+ binding site at the base of the VSLD. Ca2+ is coordinated by the indicated polar 

and negatively charged residues’ side chains.

D: Activated structure of TRPA1 with irreversible electrophile Iodoacetamide attached to 

C621. TRPA1 was solubilized in PMAL-C8. PDB ID: 6V9X

E: Pore architecture of TRPA1 in an activated state. In an activated state, the ion gate 

expands and the selectivity filter undergoes upward rotation and translation, which enhances 

exposure of the D915 to cytoplasm.

F: Model for activation of TRPA1 by electrophiles. Electrophilic addition to C621 triggers 

stabilization of the Activation (A-) loop in an ‘up’ conformation, which repositions K671 to 

the C-terminus of the TRP helix, enhancing its N-terminus dipole moment. This promotes 
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repulsion between the symmetrically opposed TRP helices and, ultimately, opening of 

the ion gate. In the ‘up’ conformation, the C665 within the A-loop rotates into the 

ligand-binding pocket, becoming available for electrophilic modification, which supports 

stabilization of the A-loop and full channel activation. Panels (B) and (E) are modified and 

reproduced with permission from (Zhao et al., Nature, 2020)
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